IT Infrastructure in Even the Smallest Spaces

Today’s edge environments present multiple challenges: space limitations, minimal IT staff, little to no performance visibility, and unique security demands.

APC™ by Schneider Electric has the answer: a low-profile solution that provides an all-in-one way to deploy server and networking equipment in non-traditional IT environments.

EcoStruxure™ Micro Data Center C-Series 6U Wall Mount

- 60% less intrusive than traditional wall-mount enclosures
- 250 lb (113 kg) weight load capacity and large-depth equipment mounting to hold all your essential gear
- Pre-integrated and stackable for easy, scalable deployments
- Unique side-mount design that meets EIA 19” standards and is UL 2416 Listed

Ideal for:

- Retail/restaurants
- Factory control rooms
- Warehouses
- Manufacturing
- Server closets
- Open offices
- Wiring closets
- Small data centers
- Healthcare
Standardized, pre-integrated and pre-validated architectures provide fast, cost-effective deployments—and shock packaging allows for safe shipping.

Cloud-based EcoStruxure IT™ Expert provides monitoring capabilities and analytics across distributed sites.

Lockable panels and NetBotz environmental monitoring provide protection against physical, environmental, or human threats.

Need help?

Our experts can analyze your current environment, understand your goals, and design the right solution for your distributed IT/edge infrastructure.

Learn more